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Social perception commonly employs multiple sources of information. The present
study aimed at investigating the integrative processing of affective social signals. Task-
related and task-free functional magnetic resonance imaging was performed in 26
healthy adult participants during a social perception task concerning dynamic visual
stimuli simultaneously depicting facial expressions of emotion and tactile sensations that
could be either congruent or incongruent. Confounding effects due to affective valence,
inhibitory top–down influences, cross-modal integration, and conflict processing were
minimized. The results showed that the perception of congruent, compared to
incongruent stimuli, elicited enhanced neural activity in a set of brain regions including
left amygdala, bilateral posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), and left superior parietal
cortex. These congruency effects did not differ as a function of emotion or sensation.
A complementary task-related functional interaction analysis preliminarily suggested
that amygdala activity depended on previous processing stages in fusiform gyrus and
PCC. The findings provide support for the integrative processing of social information
about others’ feelings from manifold bodily sources (sensory-affective information) in
amygdala and PCC. Given that the congruent stimuli were also judged as being more
self-related and more familiar in terms of personal experience in an independent sample
of participants, we speculate that such integrative processing might be mediated by
the linking of external stimuli with self-experience. Finally, the prediction of task-related
responses in amygdala by intrinsic functional connectivity between amygdala and PCC
during a task-free state implies a neuro-functional basis for an individual predisposition
for the integrative processing of social stimulus content.
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INTRODUCTION
The recognition of others’ emotions and bodily feelings offers
primary information to predict and attribute meaning to the
intentional behavior of others. One important and outstanding
question concerns the integrative processing of such signals
from our social world in order to give sense to complex
social perceptions. Social perception commonly employs multiple
sources of information regarding others’ experiences. For
example, at a primary non-verbal level, a strong link exists
between emotional expressions and bodily sensations as well as
motor behavior, while the latter two are often used to infer others’
affective states (Gallese et al., 2004; Bastiaansen et al., 2009). How
is the integration of manifold bodily signals accomplished in the
human brain?
An impressing amount of neuroscientific and meta-analytic
data suggests that these different types of information recruit
partially distinct functional networks, including sensorimotor,
affective and mentalizing circuits (Gallese, 2003; Van Overwalle
and Baetens, 2009; Keysers et al., 2010; Bernhardt and Singer,
2012; Bickart et al., 2014; Schurz et al., 2014). However, also
overlap has been reported in sensorimotor and affective circuits
supporting the social perception of both others’ sensorimotor
and others’ affective experiences (Molenberghs et al., 2012) as
well as between pre-reflective and inferential forms of social
cognition (Fan et al., 2011). Except for affective regions (e.g.,
anterior insula, anterior cingulate cortex, and amygdala), also
sensorimotor structures contributing to the recognition of others’
bodily sensations (e.g., somatosensory cortex, frontal operculum,
and premotor cortex; Keysers et al., 2010; Gallese and Ebisch,
2013) are involved in recognizing others’ affective states (Adolphs
et al., 2000; Pitcher et al., 2008; Hillis, 2014). Brain regions
more generally involved in different types of social information
processing could be hypothesized to have integrative functions,
like conflict resolution or affective responses based on coherence
of information from multiple sources (Etkin et al., 2006; de Lange
et al., 2008; Muller et al., 2011).
Some studies provided insight into the neural mechanisms
that may contribute to the integrative processing of social
information from multiple sources. For instance, supramodal
representations of crossmodal information (visual and auditory
information) about others’ emotional states have been linked
with left amygdala and posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), whereas
ambiguous crossmodal information elicited stronger neural
activity in a network comprising frontoparietal sensorimotor
and cingulo-insular affective circuits (Klasen et al., 2011).
Furthermore, by studying contextual framing of social signals,
stronger activity was found in bilateral amygdala, anterior
insula, temporal pole, and fusiform gyrus for facial expressions
of emotion in affective contexts compared with neutral
contexts (Mobbs et al., 2006). However, it remains poorly
understood whether these circuits could be involved more
specifically in the integrative processing of social information
about others’ feelings from manifold bodily sources (e.g.,
“direct” affective information from facial expressions and
“indirect” affective information from sensorimotor experiences).
Modulating the coherence of social stimulus content (e.g.,
directly comparing congruent and incongruent information)
within a single domain (e.g., unimodal, visual, information)
could offer the possibility to study brain integrative functioning
at the basis of making sense of the content of our social
perceptions.
Interestingly, amygdala and fusiform gyrus are involved
together in face perception (Adolphs, 2002; Herrington et al.,
2011). Amygdala has been associated particularly with encoding
relevance and impact of socio-emotional stimuli including faces
(Ewbank et al., 2009; Adolphs, 2010; Bickart et al., 2014),
and subjective judgments of facial expressions of emotions
(Adolphs et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2014). In addition, PCC
supports self-related processing by integrating external stimuli
in one’s own personal context through the interaction between
memory and emotion (Northoff and Bermpohl, 2004; Vogt
et al., 2006; van der Meer et al., 2010), whereas anterior
insula associates self-related processing with the organisms
transient physiological bodily states (Craig, 2009). Hence,
these brain structures could contribute to the integrative
processing of social information underlying the awareness of
others’ affective experiences in complex social perceptions.
This possibly is mediated by the self-relatedness of content
(Vogt et al., 2006; Northoff et al., 2009; Bickart et al.,
2014). In particular, congruent content or social perceptions
likely is more familiar to the observer in terms of own
personal experiences, leading to a higher self-relatedness or
relevance.
The present functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
study aimed at elucidating the integrative processing of
multiple signals during social perception in the visual
domain, focusing on facial expressions of emotion of other
individuals that are either congruent or incongruent with the
tactile sensations of those individuals. Both are frequently
employed bodily sources to understand another one’s inner
state, but are rarely investigated simultaneously. Moreover, the
relationship between task-evoked neural responses and ongoing
brain activity during a task-free state will be investigated.
The latter could clarify how neural responses to complex
social stimuli depend on intrinsic brain function which is
proposed to constitute a neural predisposition characterizing
individual reactions to external stimuli (Northoff, 2013,
2014).
It was hypothesized that the encoding of social stimulus
congruence depends on brain circuits underlying affective and
self-related processing, like amygdala, fusiform gyrus, anterior
insula, and PCC. Increased neural responses in these structures
imply enhanced integrative processing of others’ affective
experiences due to coherence of content. Alternatively, but not
mutually exclusive, conflicting information could claim higher
neural processing capacity in sensorimotor and affective circuits
or in the mentalizing network associated with inferential/effortful
social cognition. Finally, it was expected that enhanced neural
responses to congruent stimuli could be associated with task-free
brain activity as measured by intrinsic functional connectivity
patterns of the implied brain structures, especially regions
associated with high metabolism during task-free states and self-
related processing, like PCC.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
Twenty-six participants were included in the present fMRI
study (five females, age range: 20–42 years). All participants
were healthy, right handed and had normal vision capabilities
(correction < 0.75). Written informed consent was obtained
from all participants after full explanation of the procedure of the
study, in line with the Declaration of Helsinki. The experimental
protocol was approved by the local institutional ethics committee.
The participants were given a recompense for participating in the
fMRI experiment.
Stimuli
Four types of video stimuli were created for the experiment.
To control for effects due to the integrative processing of
information from different perceptual modalities rather than
content, participants in the fMRI experiment were presented
social information only in the visual domain: short video clips
depicting others’ sensory-affective experiences.
The duration of each video clip was 2400 ms. Video clips
were in color and depicted an actor sitting on a chair and being
caressed or hit on their left hand by another actor. While being
caressed or hit, the actor facially expressed an emotion, pleasure
or pain, that could be either congruent or incongruent with the
sensation induced by the touch. In half of the clips, a woman
expressed an emotion, while being caressed or hit by a man. In
the other half a man expressed an emotion, while being caressed
or hit by a woman. Of the touching actor only the hand and
arm were visible. These video clips can be categorized in four
experimental conditions based on the combination of tactile
sensation and facial expression: (1) caress-pleasure, (2) hit-pain,
(3) caress-pain, and (4) hit-pleasure. Videos stills are visualized in
Figure 1.
To evaluate whether the congruent and incongruent video
stimuli used for the fMRI experiment differed with respect to
the perceived self-relatedness and familiarity with the content,
an independent sample of 42 participants (31 males, 11 females;
20–37 years) was included in the study (after concluding the
fMRI experiments) and asked to judge these aspects of the
stimuli. Chi-square tests showed that there was no significant
difference in gender distribution between the sample included in
the fMRI experiment and the stimulus judgments (χ2 = 0.43,
p > 0.5). Since different participants were included in the
fMRI task and the stimulus ratings, the results obtained
by both procedures cannot be explained by an interaction
between them, possibly altering stimulus interpretation: the fMRI
results (stimulus congruence coding) could not be influenced
by the self-relatedness/familiarity judgments, and the self-
relatedness/familiarity judgments could not be influenced by the
fMRI task (stimulus congruence coding).
Firstly, self-relatedness was assessed by asking participants
“How much do you personally associate with or relate to this
picture?” (translated from Italian). It was further explained that
they needed to rate the personal association with the video
content based on the strength of their subjective or personal
experience of themselves while viewing the videos (see also
Schneider et al., 2008). Secondly, to assess participants’ familiarity
with the video content, all videos were shown again and
participants were asked “How much are you familiar with the
experience depicted by the video” (translated from Italian). To
indicate the degree of self-relatedness or familiarity, participants’
responses were obtained by a drawing a horizontal line on
a Visual Analog Scale (vertical line of 10 cm) ranging from
“low personal association” to “high personal association” or
from “low familiarity” to “high familiarity,” respectively. Ratings
were quantified by measuring the distance in mm between the
lower point of the line and the sign of the participant on the
scale.
FIGURE 1 | Visualization of the experimental stimuli and procedure.
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Self-relatedness judgments yielded the following ratings:
caress-pleasure = 56.59 ± 25.38; hit-pain = 40.25 ± 28.22;
caress-pain = 23.35 ± 20.41; hit-pleasure = 38.72 ± 22.55.
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) concerning the self-relatedness
judgments of the video stimuli showed a significant interaction
between facial expression and tactile sensation (F1,41 = 17.149,
p < 0.001), indicating an effect of stimulus congruence. Post hoc
analysis showed that the caress-pleasure condition (congruent)
was characterized by a stronger self-relatedness than the hit-
pleasure condition (incongruent; p < 0.001) and the caress-
pain condition (incongruent; p < 0.005). The hit-pain condition
(congruent) was characterized by a stronger self-relatedness than
the caress-pain condition (incongruent; p < 0.005), while there
was no difference between the hit-pain condition (congruent)
and hit-pleasure condition (incongruent; p > 0.5). In addition to
the interaction effect, a main effect of facial expression was found
due to a stronger self-relatedness of the expression of pleasure,
compared to pain (F1,41 = 19.614, p < 0.001). No significant
effect of tactile sensation was found on self-relatedness (p > 0.5).
Familiarity judgments yielded the following ratings: caress-
pleasure = 63.73 ± 25.13; hit-pain = 34.72 ± 28.51; caress-
pain = 24.02 ± 17.99; hit-pleasure = 38.71 ± 25.06. ANOVA
concerning the familiarity judgments of the video stimuli showed
a significant interaction between facial expression and tactile
sensation (F1,41 = 25.740, p < 0.001), indicating an effect of
stimulus congruence. Post hoc analysis showed that the caress-
pleasure condition (congruent) was characterized by a stronger
familiarity than the hit-pleasure (incongruent; p < 0.005)
and the caress-pain condition (incongruent; p < 0.001).
The hit-pain condition (congruent) was characterized by a
stronger familiarity than the caress-pain condition (incongruent;
p < 0.005), while there was no difference between the hit-
pain condition (congruent) and the hit-pleasure condition
(incongruent; p > 0.5). In addition to the interaction effect, a
main effect of facial expression was found due to a stronger
self-relatedness of the expression of pleasure, compared to pain
(F1,41 = 35.436, p < 0.001), and a main effect of tactile sensation
was found due to a stronger familiarity of caress, compared to hit
(F1,41 = 4.716, p < 0.05).
Experimental Procedure
The participant was in a supine position in the MRI scanner and
completed two task-free fMRI blocks (2 min× 5.2 min; eyes open
with fixation cross) and four task fMRI runs (4 min × 7.7 min).
During task fMRI, participants were shown a series of brief
video clips as described above. The conditions were presented
in randomized order and each condition (type of stimulus) was
repeated 48 times.
The experimental conditions allowed investigating the
independent effects of tactile sensation, facial expression and
their interaction (i.e., effect of congruence between tactile
sensation and facial expression). Importantly, regarding the
sensation × expression interaction effect, the content of
the videos was exactly the same between the congruent and
incongruent conditions (conditions 1 and 2 versus conditions 3
and 4).
Each video clip was followed by a fixation cross with a
random duration of 2400, 4800, or 7200 ms. In 23% of the
cases (N = 48) and in casual order, the fixation cross was
followed by the question: “Please indicate by means of a
button press whether you find that the emotional expression
(pleasure, pain) in the last video was correct (i.e., congruent)
or incorrect (i.e., incongruent) with respect to the tactile
sensation (caress, hit).” This task made it possible to direct
and monitor the attention of the participant to both the facial
expression and the tactile sensation depicted by the video clips.
Furthermore, although this task required an explicit judgment of
the tactile sensation and facial expression, and their congruency,
it avoided forced choices based on conflicting information,
because participants were not asked to make decisions about
the actor’s experience. For instance, it was not asked to decide
“how does the actor depicted in the video feel considering
the sensation and expression together,” since this may enhance
conflict processing when the expression is incongruent with the
sensation.
Since it was not predictable when the questions would appear,
participants needed to attend both aspects in all videos to
be able to respond correctly when required. Specifically, when
participants were required to respond, the words “correct” and
“incorrect” appeared on the left and right side of the screen
for 2400 ms. Participants were asked to press either the left or
right button with the index or medium finger of their right
hand. In order to avoid that participants could predict and
prepare an eventual motor response with a particular finger,
the words “correct” and “incorrect” were presented randomly in
left–right or right–left order. For example, if the last seen video
was congruent and “correct” was written on the left side, while
“incorrect” appeared on the right side, participants responded
with a left button press with their index finger. Differently, if the
last seen video was congruent and “correct” appeared on the right
side, participants responded with a right button press with their
medium finger.
The time course of the experiment is visualized in Figure 1.
Prior to scanning, participants underwent a practicing session
outside the scanner to assure that they understood the task.
fMRI Data Acquisition
For each participant, blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD)
contrast functional imaging was performed with a Philips
Achieva scanner at 3 Tesla at the Institute of Advanced
Biomedical Technologies (ITAB), Chieti, Italy. A T1-weighted
anatomical (3D MPRAGE pulse sequence; 1 mm isotropic
voxels) and T2∗-weighted functional data were collected with an
eight channel phased array head coil. Two task-free, eyes-open
(fixation cross) scanning blocks were performed consisting of
160 functional volumes each. Four task-fMRI scanning blocks
were performed consisting of 193 functional volumes each. EPI
data (gradient echo pulse sequence) were acquired from 33 slices
(in-plane voxel size 2.396 mm × 2.396 mm, slice thickness
3.5 mm), TR = 2400 ms, TE = 72 ms, flip angle = 80◦, Field
of View = 230 mm). Slices were oriented parallel to the AC–PC
axis of the observer’s brain.
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fMRI Data Preprocessing and Analysis
Raw fMRI data were analyzed with Brain Voyager QX 2.3
software (Brain Innovation, Maastricht, The Netherlands). Due
to T1 saturation effects, the first five scans of each run were
discarded from the analysis. Preprocessing of functional data
included slice scan time correction, motion correction and
removal of linear trends from voxel time series. A three-
dimensional motion correction was performed with a rigid-
body transformation to match each functional volume to the
reference volume estimating three translation and three rotation
parameters. Preprocessed functional volumes of a participant
were co-registered with the corresponding structural data set. As
the 2D functional and 3D structural measurements were acquired
in the same session, the coregistration transformation was
determined using the slice position parameters of the functional
images and the position parameters of the structural volume.
Structural and functional volumes were transformed into the
Talairach space (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) using a piecewise
affine and continuous transformation. Functional volumes were
re-sampled at a voxel size of 3 mm × 3 mm × 3 mm and
spatially smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 6 mm full-width
half maximum to account for intersubject variability.
The task-fMRI time series were modeled by means of a two
gamma hemodynamic response function using predictors (videos
differentiated by experimental condition and question/response).
The intertrial interval was used as a baseline period and was
not modeled. Prior to statistical analysis, a percent signal change
normalization of the time series from the different runs was
performed. The parameters (beta values) estimated in individual
subject analysis were entered in a second level voxel-wise random
effect group analysis.
The following effects were tested by an ANOVA: (1) within-
subject factor “facial expression (pain, pleasure)” [(caress-
pleasure + hit-pleasure) versus (caress-pain + hit-pain)]; (2)
within-subject factor “tactile sensation (hit, caress)” [(caress-
pleasure + caress-pain) versus (hit-pain + hit-pleasure)]; (3)
interaction effect “facial expression × tactile sensation” [(caress-
pleasure + hit-pain) versus (caress-pain + hit-pleasure)]. Note
that the interaction effect is equivalent to the contrast between the
congruent and the incongruent conditions and, thus, indicating
the congruence effect. The p-value (<0.001 uncorrected) of the
group statistical maps and an estimate of the spatial correlation
of voxels were used as input in a Monte Carlo simulation
(1000 simulations) to access the overall significance level and
to determine a cluster size threshold (k) in order to obtain a
significance level that was cluster level corrected for multiple
comparisons (p< 0.05 corrected; k> 10, F > 13.88, and p< 0.001
at the voxel level; Forman et al., 1995; Cox, 1996).
Covariance Structural Equation
Modeling (SEM)
Complementary to the principal analysis of task-evoked BOLD
responses, structural equation modeling (SEM) was applied as a
confirmatory method to infer task-related functional interactions
between brain regions from task-related activations within brain
regions. In particular, it allows to test specific hypotheses about
functional dependence of activity patterns between brain regions,
in our case during the social perception of congruent versus
incongruent social stimuli across participants.
Structural equation modeling conveys assumptions about
the relationships between activity in brain regions in terms
of uni- or bi-directional interaction effects by combining
anatomical connectivity information and functional data of
covariance across participants. Different from PsychoPhysical
Interactions (Friston et al., 1997), it is model-based and allows
more complex models that consider multiple brain regions and
interactions. Different from Dynamic Causal Modeling (DCM;
Penny et al., 2004), SEM is a static model, and is not directly
influenced by variations and shape of hemodynamic responses
(Handwerker et al., 2012). Although, the same analysis on
a larger number of subjects is recommended to draw final
conclusions on the nature of amygdala interactions suggested by
SEM, satisfying reliability of SEM results has been demonstrated
for a sample size typical for fMRI studies (Protzner and
McIntosh, 2006). Differential beta-values for the contrast between
the congruent and the incongruent conditions were used as
extracted from the regions of interest (ROIs) characterized by
a significant tactile sensation × facial expression interaction
effect.
Prior to SEM, an exploratory factor analysis [Principal Axis
Factoring (PAF)] was performed on the differential beta-values
(congruent minus incongruent conditions) from the interaction
ROIs obtained by the voxel-wise ANOVA. PAF allows to select
a set of ROIs offering a good compromise between model
complexity and interpretability for further SEM. Specifically,
relying on the same statistical information (i.e., covariance) as
SEM, PAF identifies a latent component: a “hidden” variable
inferred from the correlations between the observed activation
patterns in the ROIs through a mathematical model. As such, a
factor obtained by PAF highlights a discrete network of selected
ROIs characterized by common activation patterns suggesting
functional interaction among them, though not providing any
information about directionality. According to the scree test
(Cattell, 1966), one factor could be extracted if explaining 49.61%
of the variance, whereas absolute loadings can be required
for each ROI greater than 0.30 (Kline, 1994). PAF yielded a
satisfying one-factor solution including five ROIs with above
threshold loadings exclusively on the first factor: left fusiform
gyrus (FFG), left dorsal PCC, bilateral ventral PCC and left
amygdala (Table 1).
Subsequently, SEM was performed based on a Path Analysis
Model with only observed variables (see for examples of a
similar approach in neuroimaging research McIntosh, 1998;
Horwitz et al., 1999; Ingvar and Petersson, 2000; Addis et al.,
2007) by using the LISREL 8.7 statistical package (Joreskog and
Sorbom, 2006). Path analysis allows to solve a set of simultaneous
regression equations that theoretically establish the relationship
among multiple variables (i.e., regional activation patterns) in
a specified model (Anderson and Gerbing, 1988; MacCallum
and Austin, 2000). Each ROI in the model defines a regression
equation relating its pattern of neural response to the responses in
the ROIs connected to it. The simultaneous system of equations
is solved via least squares or maximum likelihood for the
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TABLE 1 | Pattern matrix of the PAF analysis.
Factor
1 2 3
Left fusiform gyrus∗ 0.91 −0.11 0.20
Left dorsal posterior cingulate cortex∗ 0.84 0.50 −0.10
Right ventral posterior cingulate cortex∗ 0.83 −0.15 0.09
Left ventral posterior cingulate cortex∗ 0.83 0.10 0.09
Left amygdala∗ 0.79 0.18 −0.23
LH_aSPC 0.66 −0.12 0.33
RH_SFS 0.05 0.86 0.21
LH_SFS −0.20 0.83 0.17
RH_vACC 0.11 0.52 −0.42
LH_STG 0.13 0.24 0.68
Eigenvalue 4.96 1.64 1.19
% of variance 49.61 16.4 11.91
Loadings above the cut-off threshold are indicated in bold. Regions uniquely
comprised in the first factor (but not in the other factors) are indicated by an asterisk.
strengths of the interactions (the path coefficients) joining the
regions. The standardized path coefficients can be interpreted
as partial correlation or regression coefficients that convey
assumptions about the directionality of ROI interactions for task
performance.
Based on the literature on anatomical as well as functional
connections between amygdala and FFG, and between FFG and
PCC (but not between amygdala and PCC; Freese and Amaral,
2006; Vogt et al., 2006; Hagmann et al., 2008; Adolphs, 2010;
Pessoa and Adolphs, 2010; Bzdok et al., 2013; Bickart et al.,
2014), we tested four competitive models: (1) [PCC → left
FFG → left amygdala]; (2) [amygdala → FFG → PCC]; (3)
[PCC → FFG ↔ amygdala]; (4) [PCC ↔ FFG ← amygdala].
Thus, in specifying the models it was considered that the
direction of functional interactions between the regions remains
to be explored. The models can be considered equally complex,
because characterized by the same number of parameters, while
only differing in the directionality of the connections. Moreover,
neither specific constraints were applied on the models nor
parameters were released. It was not possible to test other
possibilities of interactions between these regions due to the
absence of an independent variable in those cases.
We tested these four models concerning the effects on BOLD
response (i.e., average differential beta values from participants)
due to stimulus congruence (congruent versus incongruent). As a
further control analyses, the same models were also tested for the
effects due to facial expression (pain versus pleasure) and tactile
sensation (hit versus caress).
Task-Free fMRI Data Preprocessing and
Analysis
To investigate whether differential brain responses to congruent
and incongruent stimuli (tactile sensation × facial expression
interaction effect) could be explained by brain intrinsic functional
organization, the relationship was tested between task-evoked
neural responses (differences between beta values of the
congruent and the incongruent conditions) in left amygdala,
representing a final processing stage according to the SEM results,
and intrinsic functional connectivity during task-free fMRI
scanning with the other ROIs composing the model, representing
previous processing stages. Intrinsic functional connectivity is
operationally defined as the statistical dependence between low-
frequency (0.009–0.08 Hz), task-independent BOLD fluctuations
in distant brain regions and is considered to represent an index of
intrinsic long-range communication across the brain (Van Dijk
et al., 2010).
For intrinsic functional connectivity analysis of the task-
free fMRI sessions, in addition to the fMRI preprocessing
steps described for task-fMRI data, a second step of data
preprocessing (Ebisch et al., 2011; Power et al., 2014) was
performed on the task-free fMRI time series by using self-devised
MATLAB (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA) scripts. These
included: (1) bandpass filtering between 0.009 and 0.08 Hz; (2)
regression of global, white matter, and ventricle signals, and
their first derivatives; (3) regression of three dimensional motion
parameters, and their first derivatives; (4) scrubbing of motion
affected functional volumes including frame-wise displacement
(FD; threshold= 0.5%) and differential spatial variance (DVARS;
threshold= 4.6%).
Since intrinsic functional connectivity analysis was performed
on a separate task-free data set, more general and independent
ROIs were created, that is, a priory voxel clusters defined as
spheres with a 6 mm radius and functionally based on the
peak coordinates of the activation clusters (showing a tactile
sensation × facial expression interaction effect) included in the
SEM analysis.
Connectivity indices were calculated (and transformed by
Fisher r-to-z transformation) for each subject by correlating
the average ROI time-courses from left amygdala with the
average ROI time-courses from FFG, dorsal PCC and bilateral
ventral PCC. Both individual task-evoked neural responses in
amygdala and functional connectivity indices (z-scores based
on the correlations) were transformed in natural log values in
order to account for non-linear relationships. Finally, Pearson
correlation coefficients were calculated between task-evoked
neural responses in left amygdala and its functional connectivity
indices during task-free fMRI with the other ROIs of the network
(FFG, left/right vPCC, left dPCC).
RESULTS
Behavioral Results of the fMRI
Experiment
Analysis of task performance during the fMRI experiment
showed that participants made on average 1.5 errors
(standard deviation = 1.7; range: 0–5) when responding to
the correct/incorrect questions throughout the experiment
corresponding to an error rate of 3%. This suggests that the task
was easy, that agreement among participants about stimulus
congruence was high, and that participants attentively watched
the relevant aspects of video content.
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Task fMRI Results: Stimulus Congruence
The tactile sensation × facial expression interaction [(caress-
pleasure + hit-pain) versus (caress-pain + hit-pleasure)] was of
principal interest for the study, because it indicates an effect
of stimulus congruency. This statistical interaction based on
ANOVA yielded significant clusters (F1,25 > 13.88; p < 0.001) in
bilateral ventral PCC (vPCC), superior/lateral prefrontal cortex,
left (ventrolateral) amygdala, dorsal PCC (dPCC), posterior
superior temporal gyrus, anterior superior parietal cortex (aSPC)
and anterior FFG, and right ventral anterior cingulate cortex
(Table 2; Figure 2).
For post hoc analysis, for each participant the beta values of
the clusters obtained by the interaction contrast were calculated
from the average signal time course of the voxels included in each
cluster. Average beta values showed that activation in all these
interaction ROIs was stronger during the congruent conditions,
compared to the incongruent conditions (Table 2; Figure 3). No
brain regions were characterized by increased activity for the
TABLE 2 | Statistical and anatomical details about the voxel clusters characterized by a significant tactile sensation × facial expression interaction
effect.
Brain region Talairach coordinates
(x/y/z) peak
Peak
F-value
Uncorrected p-value of
peak voxel
Cluster
size
Experimental
condition
Peak ß-value (±
standard error)
Right PFC (BA8) 20/25/48 25.15 <0.00005 378 Caress-pleasure −0.02 ( ± 0.04)
Hit-pain −0.05 ( ± 0.05)
Caress-pain −0.18 ( ± 0.04)
Hit-pleasure −0.11 ( ± 0.05)
Left PFC (BA8) −16/13/54 28.22 <0.00005 1242 Caress-pleasure −0.03 ( ± 0.03)
Hit-pain 0.01 ( ± 0.03)
Caress-pain −0.11 ( ± 0.03)
Hit-pleasure −0.10 ( ± 0.02)
Left aSPC (BA 7) −28/−44/48 24.37 <0.00005 243 Caress-pleasure 0.54 ( ± 0.08)
Hit-pain 0.63 ( ± 0.07)
Caress-pain 0.50 ( ± 0.08)
Hit-pleasure 0.52 ( ± 0.07)
Left dPCC −16/−32/39 27.96 <0.00005 837 Caress-pleasure 0.06 ( ± 0.03)
(BA 31) Hit-pain 0.10 ( ± 0.03)
Caress-pain −0.03 ( ± 0.03)
Hit-pleasure 0.00 ( ± 0.03)
Left vPCC −7/−50/3 24.92 <0.00005 7749 Caress-pleasure 0.43 ( ± 0.15)
(BA 17/18/19/23/30) Hit-pain 0.38 ( ± 0.15)
Caress-pain 0.24 ( ± 0.15)
Hit-pleasure 0.23 ( ± 0.14)
Right vPCC 11/−62/6 31.03 <0.00001 4860 Caress-pleasure 1.12 ( ± 0.19)
(BA 17/18/19/23/30) Hit-pain 1.10 ( ± 0.18)
Caress-pain 1.03 ( ± 0.18)
Hit-pleasure 0.92 ( ± 0.18)
Right vACC 2/34/12 19.64 <0.0005 351 Caress-pleasure −0.23 ( ± 0.05)
(BA 24/32) Hit-pain −0.18 ( ± 0.05)
Caress-pain −0.29 ( ± 0.05)
Hit-pleasure −0.40 ( ± 0.05)
Left amygdala −34/−8/−15 39.13 <0.000005 837 Caress-pleasure 0.12 ( ± 0.03)
Hit-pain 0.14 ( ± 0.02)
Caress-pain 0.05 ( ± 0.03)
Hit-pleasure 0.02 ( ± 0.02)
Left FFG −28/−38/−9 19.00 <0.0005 405 Caress-pleasure 0.04 ( ± 0.04)
(BA 36/37) Hit-pain −0.03 ( ± 0.04)
Caress-pain −0.06 ( ± 0.05)
Hit-pleasure −0.12 ( ± 0.04)
Left STG −40/−53/18 26.58 <0.00005 1755 Caress-pleasure 0.13 ( ± 0.06)
(BA 19/39) Hit-pain 0.18 ( ± 0.07)
Caress-pain 0.04 ( ± 0.07)
Hit-pleasure 0.09 ( ± 0.07)
BA, Brodmann area; PFC, prefrontal cortex; aSPC, anterior superior parietal cortex; d/vPCC, dorsal/ventral posterior cingulate cortex; vACC, ventral anterior cingulate
cortex; FFG, fusiform gyrus; STG, superior temporal gyrus.
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FIGURE 2 | Voxel clusters (thresholded at p < 0.05 corrected; k > 10) characterized by a significant interaction effect “facial expression × tactile
sensation.” BOLD responses in these clusters were stronger during the congruent conditions, compared to the incongruent conditions. L: left; R: right; A: anterior;
P: posterior.
incongruent conditions, compared to the congruent conditions,
even when using a threshold of p < 0.01 uncorrected.
An additional control analysis using paired-sample t-tests
was performed to rule out the possibility that increased BOLD
responses to the congruent stimuli could be attributed to a
cumulative processing of information from different sources
regarding specific emotional content (e.g., expression and
sensation of pain or expression and sensation of pleasure).
The brain regions that were exclusively characterized by an
interaction effect (congruent > incongruent) in the absence of
a tactile sensation or facial expression effect (neither significant
nor trend; p > 0.1) were left (ventrolateral) amygdala, left dPCC,
left vPCC, and left aSPC (Figure 3).
Task fMRI Results: Main Effects of
Tactile Sensation and Facial Expression
Group statistical fMRI maps (ANOVA: F1,25 > 13.88; p < 0.001)
showed a significant main effect of the facial expression
factor in bilateral dorsal anterior cingulate/supplementary
motor cortex, ventral and dorsal premotor cortex, lateral
prefrontal cortex, inferior frontal gyrus, anterior insula,
nucleus caudatus, inferior parietal lobule/supramarginal gyrus,
extrastriate cortex, fusiform gyrus, inferior temporal cortex,
PCC, and right superior temporal sulcus. Except for PCC
(pleasure > pain), BOLD response in these regions was stronger
for the expression of pain, compared to the expression of
pleasure (Figure 4).
A significant main effect (ANOVA: F1,25 > 13.88; p < 0.001)
of the tactile sensation factor was detected in bilateral lateral
post-central gyrus (caress > hit), anterior temporal-parietal
junction (hit > caress), left dorsal precentral gyrus (hit > caress),
inferior parietal lobule/supramarginal gyrus (hit > caress),
superior temporal gyrus (hit > caress), posterior parietal cortex
(caress > hit), left occipital cortex/fusiform gyrus, and right
occipital cortex/fusiform gyrus (caress > hit; Figure 5).
Task fMRI Results: Overlap between
Main Effects of Tactile Sensation and
Facial Expression
Conjunction analysis was performed to test whether voxel
clusters existed that were modulated both by the tactile sensation
factor and by the facial expression factor. Such a characteristic
could provide a neural substrate allowing the convergence of
these types of information. Conjunction analysis was based on
the minimum statistic for the conjunction null (Nichols et al.,
2005) and concerned the contrast [(caress-pleasure + caress-
pain) versus (hit-pleasure + hit-pain)] ∩ [(caress-pleasure + hit-
pleasure) versus (caress-pain + hit-pain)]. This analysis yielded
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FIGURE 3 | Graphs showing average beta values and standard errors for the experimental conditions regarding voxels clusters characterized by a
significant facial expression × tactile sensation interaction effect, and the absence of significant effects due tactile sensation or facial expression
separately. Graphs on the left show beta values for the four conditions (CA-PL: caress-pleasure; HI-PA: hit-pain; CA-PA: caress-pain; HI-PL: hit-pleasure) indicating
stronger responses for congruent compared to incongruent stimuli. Graphs on the right show average beta values for caress versus hit stimuli, and pleasure versus
pain stimuli, illustrating the absence of differences between the observation of distinct tactile sensations or distinct facial expressions in these regions. ∗, statistically
significant difference p < 0.05.
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FIGURE 4 | Group statistical maps (F-statistics) showing voxels characterized by a significant effect of the facial expression factor (thresholded at
p < 0.05 corrected; k > 10). L: left; R: right; A: anterior; P: posterior.
FIGURE 5 | Group statistical maps (F-statistics) showing voxels characterized by a significant effect of the tactile sensation expression factor
(thresholded at p < 0.05 corrected; k > 10). L: left; R: right; A: anterior; P: posterior.
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FIGURE 6 | Group statistical maps (conjunction thresholded at
p < 0.05 corrected; k > 10) showing overlapping modulation by the
observation of different tactile sensations as well as by different facial
expressions. L: left; R: right; A: anterior; P: posterior.
overlapping voxel clusters (t25 > 3.72; p < 0.001) for the tactile
sensation and the facial expression factors in bilateral anterior
inferior parietal lobule (aIPL)/supramarginal gyrus and right
superior temporal gyrus (STS; Figure 6).
Task fMRI Results: SEM
Regarding SEM, the fit of each model was assessed by means
of the following goodness of fit indices: (1) the chi-square
(χ2) statistic and its degrees of freedom; (2) the root mean
square error of approximation (RMSEA) and its 90% confidence
interval (90% CI); (3) the Non-Normed Fit Index (NNFI), 4)
the Comparative Fit Index (CFI); and (5) the standardized root
mean square residuals (SRMRs). Furthermore, to compare the
alternative models, the Expected Cross-Validation Index (ECVI)
was used. A model was considered to the data when: χ2/df ≤ 2,
CFI and NNFI ≥ 0.97, SRMR ≤ 0.05, and RMSEA ≤ 0.05
(90% CI: the lower boundary of the CI should contain zero
for exact fit and be <0.05 for close fit). A model with an
ECVI smaller than the ECVI-for-comparison model should be
preferred. Based on the fit values, the models can be categorized
in (1) under/not-identified models if one or more parameters
may not be uniquely determined, because there is not enough
information; (2) just-identified models when all of the parameters
are uniquely determined, and (3) over-identified models if there
is more than one way of estimating a parameter and therefore
are not exhaustive (Hooper et al., 2008; Kline, 2015). Thus, a
just-identified model provides the best solution to describe the
data.
Structural equation modeling confirmed the model based on
directional effects from left vPCC and dPCC to left fusiform
gyrus, and from left fusiform gyrus to left amygdala, while strong
bidirectional interactions were found between bilateral vPCC and
left dPCC (model 1 visualized in Figure 7). The other models
were characterized by an over-fit (model 3; not satisfying the
goal of parsimony by adding unnecessary parameters resulting
in a too complex model which is impossible to falsify) or yielded
inadequate fit indices (models 2 and 4). Moreover, when testing
the models in the control contexts of effects due to tactile
sensations and facial expressions, inadequate fit indices were
obtained in all cases. Statistical data of the different models in the
different contexts are presented in Table 3.
Task-Free fMRI Results: Intrinsic
Functional Connectivity
Analysis of the statistical dependency between differential beta
values in left amygdala (congruent minus incongruent; obtained
from the task-fMRI data set) and functional connectivity indices
(obtained from the task-free fMRI data set) yielded a significant
correlation (r = −0.58; p < 0.008 Bonferroni corrected for
multiple comparisons) between the congruency effects in left
amygdala during task-performance and its connectivity with left
dPCC, but not with the others ROIs (FFG: r = −0.05; left vPCC:
−0.08; right vPCC: −0.17, all p > 0.5 Bonferroni corrected
for multiple comparisons), during the task-free fMRI blocks
(Figure 8).
When looking at the intrinsic functional connectivity indices
during the task-free state at the group level, an average correlation
between BOLD low-frequency fluctuations in left amygdala and
left dPCC of r = −0.01 is detected (SD = 0.29; minimum
r =−0.42; maximum r = 0.67; t =−0.0617; p= 0.5). Therefore,
these data imply that a stronger differentiation between the
congruent and incongruent stimuli is accompanied by an absence
or even antagonistic relationship (i.e., a negative correlation
coefficient) between intrinsic activity in left amygdala and left
dPCC. Vice versa, the more left amygdala and dPCC co-vary
during a task-free state, the lesser the differentiation between
congruent and incongruent stimuli in amygdala during task-
performance.
DISCUSSION
This study aimed at investigating the integrative processing of
information from multiple sources during social perception, in
particular others’ tactile sensations and facial expressions of
emotion. Integrative processing as represented by an effect of
stimulus congruence was detected in left ventrolateral amygdala,
left dPCC, left vPCC, and left aSPC. In all cases, neural activity
was stronger when the facial expression was congruent with the
tactile sensation regarding valence. Furthermore, no additional
effects due to tactile sensation or facial expression was observed
in these brain regions, that is, the congruency effects did not
differ as a function of emotion or sensation. These findings show
that congruent, unimodal social stimuli with emotional content
can naturally induce stronger responses of affective networks,
especially amygdala and PCC.
Amygdala has been proposed as a key structure in the human
brain facilitating social life (Adolphs, 2010; Bickart et al., 2014).
Its functions are strongly related to encoding emotional relevance
as well as salience or impact of stimuli (Ewbank et al., 2009;
Pessoa and Adolphs, 2010) independent of stimulus valence
(Fitzgerald et al., 2006; van der Gaag et al., 2007). Particularly
relevant for social perception, amygdala supports the recognition
of facial expressions of emotion (Adolphs, 2002) and amygdala
neurons were found to encode subjective judgments of emotional
faces (Wang et al., 2014). In addition, the location of the amygdala
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FIGURE 7 | Model of directional effects (indicating standardized path coefficients) between posterior cingulate cortex, fusiform gyrus, and amygdala
obtained by SEM for the differentiation between congruent and incongruent stimuli, and a recapitulation of the task-related fMRI results concerning
the encoding of socio-emotional stimulus congruence within the network.
cluster in the present study corresponds most closely to the
ventrolateral amygdala (Ball et al., 2009; Saygin et al., 2011; Bzdok
et al., 2013) embedded in a network supporting the integration
of multisensory information from the environment with self-
relevant cognition (Adolphs, 2010; Saygin et al., 2011; Bickart
et al., 2014) and awareness of others’ emotions (Bickart et al.,
2014).
A parsimonious interpretation of BOLD modulations due
to stimulus congruence in ventrolateral amygdala would
thus be that they reflect an augmented self-relevance or
impact of congruent socio-emotional stimuli. Alternatively,
facial expressions of emotion that correspond to what one
would expect from the context in which they occur, would
facilitate subjective judgments of the depicted emotional
experiences in amygdala. Such expectations could be based
on one’s personal experiences with a certain situation. For
instance, when witnessing someone expressing pain while
being hit by someone, it is likely easier to judge the other’s
affective experience as one is familiar with the experience
of expressing pain while being hit. The latter interpretation
seems to be favored when considering the full picture of
results.
TABLE 3 | Structural equation modeling (SEM) fit values for the four alternative models applied to the three experimental factors (tactile sensation, facial
expression, tactile sensation × facial expression).
Factors/models χ2 df χ2/df NNFI CFI RMSEA 90% CI SRMR ECVI
Expression × sensation (congruence)
Model 1∗∗ 3.69 4 0.92 0.99 0.99 0.00 0.00−0.31 0.06 1.41
Model 2 12.87 5 2.57 0.80 0.90 0.26 0.08−0.83 0.35 179
Model 3 0.66 3 0.22 1.07 1.00 0.00 0.00−0.17 0.02 1.36
Model 4 15.55 3 5.18 0.64 0.89 0.40 0.21–0.61 0.140 2.02
Expression
Model 1 14.15 4 3.54 0.65 0.86 0.34 0.10–1.16 0.11 2.10
Model 2 21.00 5 4.2 0.41 0.70 0.37 0.21–0.53 0.35 2.12
Model 3 11.83 3 3.94 0.53 0.86 0.37 0.16−0.70 0.12 2.08
Model 4 4.54 3 1.51 0.93 0.98 0.15 0.00−0.40 0.073 1.61
Sensation
Model 1 4.97 4 1.24 0.94 0.98 0.10 0.00–0.35 0.06 1.68
Model 2 11.77 5 2.35 0.65 0.82 0.25 0.01–0.87 0.25 1.74
Model 3 4.93 3 1.64 0.87 0.96 0.17 0.00–0.56 0.06 1.77
Model 4 13.01 3 4.34 0.22 0.77 0.37 0.18–0.59 0.160 1.96
NNFI, Non-Normed Fit index; CFI, Comparative Fit Index; RMSEA, root mean square error of approximation; 90% CI, RMSEA 90% confidence interval; SRMR, standardized
root mean square residual; ECVI, Expected Cross-Validation Index; ∗∗ model characterized by adequate fit indices.
Model 1: PCC→ FFG→ amygdala;
Model 2: PCC→ FFG↔ amygdala;
Model 3: amygdala→ FFG→ PCC;
Model 4: PCC↔ FFG← amygdala.
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FIGURE 8 | Relationship (r = −0.58) between differential BOLD responses in left amygdala for congruent and incongruent stimuli, and its intrinsic
functional connectivity with left dorsal posterior cingulate cortex (axes indicating natural log values).
Several other brain regions showed activation patterns similar
to those detected in amygdala, including FFG and v/dPCC. FFG
is a main structure sending afferent information to amygdala
with a principal role in the perception of faces and emotional
expressions (Kanwisher et al., 1997; McCarthy et al., 1997;
Fairhall and Ishai, 2007; Herrington et al., 2011; Saygin et al.,
2012). PCC, instead, contributes to self-reflection and the
integration of self-referential stimuli in one’s own personal
context (Northoff and Bermpohl, 2004; van der Meer et al.,
2010), functions that can be extended to social cognition, too
(Schilbach et al., 2008). These functions are also supported by the
involvement of PCC in autobiographical memory (Svoboda et al.,
2006; Spreng and Grady, 2010) and in the interaction between
memory and emotion (Maddock et al., 2003; van der Meer et al.,
2010).
To investigate the mutual relationships among amygdala,
FFG and PCC, SEM was performed on the fMRI data as
an exploratory analysis. SEM results preliminary confirmed a
model presuming that amygdala activity depended on earlier
processing stages in left FFG, whereas individual FFG activity
in turn could be predicted by activity patterns in left vPCC
and dPCC. Left vPCC and dPCC also interacted with each
other and right vPCC. Although, some studies suggested
early processing of emotional faces in amygdala (Vuilleumier
et al., 2004; Vuilleumier and Pourtois, 2007) influencing FFG
activity, others showed amygdala activity being mediated by
visual and fusiform cortices (Haxby et al., 2002). Amygdala
is possibly involved in multiple processing stages of complex
socio-emotional stimuli (Adolphs et al., 2002; Pourtois et al.,
2010).
The present results indicating a late, higher-level involvement
of amygdala can be argued to be in line with the experimental
context implying the explicit comprehension and integration of
multimodal aspects of social stimuli, like emotional expressions
and bodily sensations. In particular, the task may have put the
participants in a cognitive perspective by requiring the explicit
differentiation between congruent and incongruent stimuli.
Accordingly, relatively long response latencies of amygdala
neurons were also reported during the subjective, explicit
recognition of facial expressions of emotion (Wang et al., 2014).
Furthermore, whereas effects were found to be mainly left
lateralized, socio-emotional functions of the amygdala, including
the subjective recognition of emotion, may be bilateral (Baas
et al., 2004; Mobbs et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2014). However,
literature remains somewhat inconclusive about functional
differences between left and right amygdala (Adolphs, 2010),
and some models suggest that left amygdala more specifically
contributes to cognitive perceptual processing of emotional
information in contrast to more fast and automatic responses in
right amygdala (Gläscher and Adolphs, 2003).
In addition to amygdala, PCC might add subjective
information about self-relatedness or familiarity of socio-
emotional stimuli to further stimulus encoding in FFG and
amygdala (Northoff and Bermpohl, 2004; Schilbach et al., 2008).
In support of a possible link between the coding of stimulus
congruence and self-relatedness of stimulus content or stimulus
familiarity, stimulus evaluations in an independent sample of
participants showed that the congruent videos were perceived as
significantly more self-related in terms of subjective experiences
as well as more familiar based on personal past experiences.
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One exception to these rating results was the post hoc
contrasts between the hit-pain (congruent) and the hit-pleasure
(incongruent) condition, given that no significant difference
was detected concerning self-relatedness and familiarity. This
possibly could be attributed to the fact that on average facial
expressions of pleasure also were judged as being more self-
related as well as more familiar than facial expressions of pain.
Moreover, while the fMRI task (judging stimulus congruence)
explicitly required participants to consider both the tactile
sensation and the facial expression, this was not the case
for the judgments of self-relatedness and familiarity. Thus,
participants also may have focused more on the facial expression
than the tactile sensation during the self-relatedness/familiarity
judgments. Further experiments are warranted to disentangle
these aspects.
However, because self-relatedness/familiarity judgments and
fMRI data were obtained in different samples of participants, the
link between self-relatedness/familiarity judgments and stimulus
congruence coding remains speculative, and these rating results
cannot be related directly to the fMRI data. Directly relating
stimulus judgments and neural activity patterns would be
necessary to test the hypothesized link between integrative
processing of social stimulus content and self-processing in
subsequent studies by correlating such variables within the same
sample.
Notably, the results obtained by intrinsic functional
connectivity analysis on a separate task-free dataset from the
same participants further showed that differentiation between
congruent and incongruent social stimuli in left amygdala
inversely depended on its intrinsic functional connectivity with
left dPCC: a weaker or more negative relationship between
amygdala and dPCC during a task-free state (i.e., a state
of intrinsic or spontaneous activity patterns without being
involved in a specific task) was associated with an increased
differentiation between congruent and incongruent social stimuli
during task-performance. In line with previous studies (Roy
et al., 2009; Leech et al., 2012), the absence of a significant
positive functional connectivity as observed in the present study
suggested that amygdala and PCC belong to distinct networks
that are functionally independent when not performing a specific
task. Whereas the relationship between task-evoked activity
and intrinsic functional connectivity has been investigated by
relatively few studies (e.g., Fox et al., 2006; Mennes et al., 2010;
Touroutoglou et al., 2014), a negative relationship also has been
reported by a previous study (He, 2013).
The relationship between task-evoked activity in amygdala
and intrinsic functional connectivity between amygdala
and dPCC might reflect neural predisposition explaining
inter-individual variability in the integrative processing of
social stimulus content (Northoff, 2013, 2014). An increased
independence of spontaneous activity in amygdala from
dPCC in an individual may allow amygdala to respond more
dynamically to certain environmental stimuli. Relevantly, PCC
has been identified as a central brain hub characterized by a
topology that allows switching and integration of processing in
different networks involved in internally and externally guided
information processing (Leech et al., 2012; de Pasquale et al.,
2015). Alterations in the interaction between internally (e.g.,
self-related processing) and externally guided (e.g., social stimuli)
information processing may be especially relevant as a putative
mechanism explaining certain psychopathological phenomena
typically observed in psychosis, such as disturbances in self-other
relationship (Ebisch and Aleman, 2016).
Some other issues need to be mentioned. As detected by a
conjunction analysis investigating the overlap between the main
effects of facial expression and tactile sensation, the only brain
regions modulated by both factors were left IPL/supramarginal
gyrus and right STS. The aIPL activation cluster likely is
located in the putative human homolog of macaque area
PF/PFG (Caspers et al., 2006), a multisensory region with motor,
somatosensory, visual and mirror properties (Fogassi et al., 2005;
Rozzi et al., 2008). In humans, it was found to be involved in
action observation and imitation (Caspers et al., 2010), and the
observation of others’ tactile experiences (Ebisch et al., 2008;
Morrison et al., 2013). Based on this information, we propose that
information about others’ tactile experiences can converge with
the motor aspects of others’ facial expressions of emotion based
on multimodal integration and mirror properties of aIPL.
Secondly, although both facial expressions and tactile
sensations depicted affective experiences, no statistical
interactions between these aspects were found in brain regions
commonly implicated in the understanding of others’ affective
experiences, like anterior insula, supplementary motor cortex,
or orbitofrontal cortex (Bastiaansen et al., 2009; Fan et al., 2011;
Bernhardt and Singer, 2012; Hillis, 2014; Lamm et al., 2015).
However, a possible explanation is provided by an fMRI study
(Di Dio et al., 2007) illustrating a subjective encoding of external
stimuli in amygdala (i.e., beauty judgments of artworks), in
contrast to objective processing in insula (i.e., watching canonical
masterpieces, compared to modified versions of these pictures).
Similarly, in the present study congruency of information
provided by facial expressions and bodily experiences can be
considered a mere subjective judgment associated with amygdala.
Because in the present study a large consensus existed across
participants regarding stimulus (in)congruence (>95%), this
interpretation could not be tested directly. Further studies are
warranted to elucidate the effects of stimulus congruence in
interaction with inter-individual variability in previous subjective
experiences of this congruence within the same participants (e.g.,
familiarity or personal relevance).
Finally, in the present study the incongruent stimuli did
not induce any increase of neural activity, compared to the
congruent stimuli. Incongruent stimuli could be expected to
recruit mentalizing networks (de Lange et al., 2008; Van
Overwalle and Baetens, 2009; Schurz et al., 2014), while higher
cognitive demands can suppress affect processing (Okon-Singer
et al., 2013), and incongruent conditions could lead to higher
conflict processing (Etkin et al., 2006; Klasen et al., 2011; Muller
et al., 2011). However, although the congruence judgment task
likely provided an explicit context, it must be noted that, in
contrast to previous studies, we did not require participants
to make forced choices or decisions about the experiences of
the actors in the videos in case of contradictory information.
These characteristics of the paradigm kept cognitive demands
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and conflict processing minimal. Therefore, the present findings
suggest that social situations that are less intuitive to understand
(e.g., incongruent stimuli) are not automatically associated with
higher demands on social reasoning or conflict processes, though
it also must be mentioned that the experimental paradigm may
not have excluded conflict processing completely.
CONCLUSION
The present findings suggest that a network including PCC, FFG,
and amygdala is involved in the integrative processing of social
information from manifold bodily sources about others’ feelings.
In particular, these results imply that the natural perception
of coherent social situations has a higher socio-emotional
impact or self relevance than ambiguous perceptions involving
a network related to emotion and self-related processing.
Directly investigating the hypothesized link between integrative
processing during social perception and self-related processing
within the same sample may represent an important topic for
subsequent studies.
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